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Presupposition is an important issue of Linguistic logic and Linguistic philosophy. 
Since Frege introduced it into logic and philosophy, there has been severe debates 
concerned this issue. Nowadays, many scholars are interested in this issue, because of 
its close relation with meaning, truth and context. 
The present situation of study on presupposition is quite complex, most of the 
views might meet a strong rival in other literatures. Among these debates, the top one 
is whether presupposition semantic or pragmatic, which this paper mainly inquired. 
In the preface of this paper, the reasons for the author to use a title of Quine′s 
book——From a logical point of view as a sub-title of this paper is giving, the 
sub-title helps the author explaining the domain, the methods and the necessary 
presuppositions of this study. In order to make the background and the problems we 
are facing clear, in chapter one, the author narrated the history of study on 
presupposition and its present situation in China. It is also a wish partly hiding 
between the lines to spur the scholars′ interests on such an interesting issue. Partly 
because of the difficult of translation, many Chinese scholars hold that presupposition 
is premise. In chapter two, I’d like to point out that it is an obvious misunderstanding 
by comparing these two concepts, both as ordinary language and logical concepts. 
The comparison is a prelude to refute a criticism of semantic presupposition—the 
paradox of semantic presupposition. In chapter three, I will show that such a criticism 
triggered a pseudo-problem, because it is not a logical conclusion from Strawson′s 
semantic definition of presupposition. Although the refutation did not solve all 
problems of semantic presupposition, in my eyes, the concept of semantic 
presupposition is still valuable. In chapter four, I will introduce three typical attitudes 
towards semantic presupposition and firstly comment ZHOU Li-quan′s pragmatic 
definition of presupposition, then I will state two reasons to support the third attitude. 
It is a pity that all parts of this paper didn’t make any meaningful breakthrough of 
research on presupposition, no matter the comparison of presupposition and premise, 
the refutation of the paradox of semantic presupposition, or the defend for semantic 
presupposition. So I suggested a possible orientation of deep thinking as a sincere 
wish in the conclusion. I hope this suggestion and the paper itself will be helpful to 
Chinese scholars who might plough in this domain. 
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① 在拙文《预设和前提之辨》发表后，笔者留意到黄华新先生也曾就“presupposition”的译名问题发表过







































































































第一章   预设研究简史与国内研究现状    
 






























                                                        
① 罗素：《逻辑与知识》.商务印书馆.1996 年.第 58 页. 
② 另一个常见的译法是《意义与指称》，从王路先生译. 
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